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ABSTRACT. The existence of infinitely many elliptic curves with no rational

points except the origin oo is proved by refining a theorem of Davenport-

Heilbronn. The existence of infinitely many quadratic fields with the Iwasawa

invariant A3 = 0 is proved at the same time.

1. Introduction. One of the main purpose of this paper is to give a new proof

of the existence of infinitely many elliptic curves over Q with trivial Mordell-Weil

group. This fact is in principal well known. It is an immediate consequence of

theorems which have been in the literature for several years. Indeed, let E/Q be

an elliptic curve with complex multiplication by the ring of integers in an imaginary

quadratic field K of class number one. By a theorem of Waldspurger, there exist

infinitely many primitive quadratic characters x sucri that L(l,Ex) ^ 0, where

Ex is the twist of E by x- Then the Coates-Wiles theorem implies that EX(Q) is

finite. If we choose E or K appropriately (for example, if we take the discriminant

of K < —8), then the theory of complex multiplication shows that ¿?£,rs(Q) = 0,

whence E*(Q) =0.

In this paper, we use a completely different method to prove the above fact. The

nonexistence of rational solutions of Diophantine equations y2 = x3+a (a^ Ois an

integer) has been studied by Fueter, Brunner, Mordell and K.-L. Chang. They gave

sufficient conditions for insolvabilities in terms of some invariants of the quadratic

fields Q(y/a), Q(v/-3a) (see Mordell [10, Chapter 26]). The simplest condition

among these is the one given by Fueter. Let fc be an imaginary quadratic field and

denote by Afc and hk the discriminant of fc and the class number of fc respectively.

He proved in [6] that if fc satisfies the condition

(*) Afc = 2 mod9,    Ak = 8 or 12 mod 16,    3 \ hk,

then the elliptic curve y2 — x3 + Afc has no rational points except the origin co.

On the other hand, P. Härtung proved that there exist infinitely many imaginary

quadratic fields with class numbers not divisible by 3. In his lecture at Osaka

University in 1970, K. Iwasawa pointed out that if we extend Hartung's result with

the condition (*), then we have a proof of the existence of infinitely many elliptic

curves defined over Q with no rational points except the origin oo.

We shall extend Hartung's result with any congruence conditions on the discrim-

inants by refining Davenport-Heilbronn [4, Theorem 3]. Let m, N be two positive
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integers satisfying the condition.

If an odd prime number p is a common divisor of m and N, then

(**)       p2 | AT and p2 f m.   Further if N is even, then (i) 4 | N and

m = 1 mod 4 or (ii) 16 | N and ra = 8 or 12 mod 16.

For x > 0, denote by N£(x,m,N) (resp. N¿(x,m,N)) the number of real (resp.

imaginary) quadratic fields fc with |Afc| < x and Afc = m mod TV. We also denote by

N£(x) (resp. AT¿"(x)) the number of real (resp. imaginary) quadratic fields fc with

|Afc| < x. For a quadratic field fc, denote by h¿(Ak) the number of ideal classes of

fc whose cubes are principal. We shall prove the following theorem.

THEOREM l.   Notation and assumptions being as above, we have

h*3(A)~(l)N+(x,m,N)        (x -oo),
0<A<x, A=mmodJV

Y, ^(A)~2/V2-(x,m,/V)        (x —oo).
-x<A<0, A=mmodJV

Using a trivial estimate, we immediately obtain the following theorem by Theo-

rem 1 and Proposition 2 in the next section.

THEOREM 2.

liminf(#{imag.quad./.fc; |Afc| < x, satisfying (*)}/x) > 1/167T2.
x—»oo

In particular, there exist infinitely many elliptic curves defined by y2 = x3 + a

(a G Z) with no rational points except the origin oo.

There is another application of Theorem 1. Let fc be a quadratic field. For a

prime number p, denote by Ap(fc) the Iwasawa A-invariant associated with the basic

Zp-extension over fc. It is well known that Ap(fc) = 0 if p is not decomposed in fc

and does not divide hk- Hence for p = 3, A3(fc) = 0 if Afc ̂  lmod3 and 3 \ hk-

Using a trivial estimate, we immediately obtain the following theorem by Theorem

1 and Proposition 2 in the next section.

Theorem 3.

liminf(#{imag.quad./.fc; |Afc| > x, A3(fc) = 0}/AC(x)) > 5/16,

liminf(#{real quad./.fc; |Afc| < x, A3(fc) = 0}/7V+(x)) > 25/48.
x—*oo

In particular, there exist infinitely many imaginary (resp. real) quadratic fields k

with A3(fc) =0.

REMARK. Actually, for any given prime number p, there exist infinitely many

imaginary quadratic fields fc with Ap(fc) =0 (cf. [9]).

For hyperelliptic curves, we shall prove the following two results (we understand

'elliptic' is a special case of 'hyperelliptic').

THEOREM 4. Let n be a positive integer divisible by 3, 4, 5, 7, or 11. Then

there exist infinitely many hyperelliptic curves defined by Dy2 — 4xn — 1 (D G Z)

with no rational points.
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THEOREM 5. For any positive integer g, there exist infinitely many hyperelliptic

curves of genus g defined over Q with no integral points.

2. Proof of Theorem 1. We first summarize the main idea of the Davenport-

Heilbronn proof. If 1, w, v is an integral basis of a cubic field K with discriminant

Afc, then to each such field one may associate an irreducible, primitive, binary

cubic form Fk by putting Fx(x,y) = A¿ ' A1/,2(wx + vy), where A(a) denotes

the discriminant of a. This mapping is one-to-one between the set of cubic fields K

such that the normal closure of K is unramified over the quadratic field Q(A^ )

and a certain subset V of the classes of binary cubic forms with coefficients in

Z. Applying formulae for the class numbers of binary cubic forms, one obtains

asymptotic formulae for the numbers of such cubic fields, which are written in

terms of the 3-class numbers of quadratic fields by class field theory.

A crucial point is that the subset V is determined by infinitely many congruence

conditions on the coefficients of F, and we see that the same argument works when

we modify the congruence conditions at finitely many primes. Hence the problem

is reduced to some local computations.

Let m, N be two positive integers. Denote by $^r the set of primitive binary

cubic forms with coefficients in Z/NZ. Here "primitive" means that the coefficients

generate the unit ideal Z/NZ. Put <p./v(to) = {/ G $N',D(f) = mmodiV}, where

D = D(f) = \8abcd + b2c2 - 4ac3 - 4b3d - 21o?d2 is the discriminant of / =

ax3 + bx2y + cxy2 + dyz. We see by checking the proof of [4, Theorem 3] that to

prove Theorem 1, it suffices to prove the following two propositions.

PROPOSITION 1. Let m, N be two positive integers satisfying the condition (**).

Then we have

*^-=„(at1 n «(p+i)-\i - p-2)2(i - p-4)-\
p|JV

where p runs over all the prime divisors of N and q = 4 if p = 2, q = p otherwise,

and <p is the Euler function.

PROPOSITION 2.   Let m,N be as in Proposition 1.  Then we have

Nf (x, m, N) ~ AT2_ (x, m, N)

<P(N)~1'[[q(p+l)~1 \3tt~2x        (x — oo).

p\n J
Proposition 2 is proved by a well-known method in analytic number theory (cf.

Davenport-Heilbronn [3]). To prove Proposition 1, it suffices to prove it when TV is

a power of a prime number p.

LEMMA 1.   7/p/ 2 andp\ m, then #$p(m) = p(p2 - 1).

PROOF. Let m, t G (Z/pZ)* and put n - mi2. Then the mapping f(x,y) i->

t~l f(tx, y) defines a bijection of <3>p(m) onto $p(n). On the other hand, for / G <J>P

with D(f) / 0, D(f) is a square in Z/pZ if and only if / is irreducible or splits

into three distinct linear factors. This follows from the fact that a finite extension

of a finite field is a cyclic extension. By [4, Lemma 1], we have #^>p(m)(p — l)/2 =

p(p-l)(p2-l)/2.
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For / € $jv, put v(f) = (dD/da,dD/db,dD/dc,dD/dd) G (Z/NZ)4. Write 0
instead of (0,0,0,0) G (Z/NZ)4. By a simple computation, we have

LEMMA 2. (i) Let p ^ 2, e > 2 and f G «ïy. Then fmodp is the cube

of a linear form if and only if v(f) = Omodp. In particular, v(f) ^ Omodp if

D(f)jà Omodp2.

(ii) Let e > 4 and f G <&2e. If D(f) = lmod4, then v(f) = 0mod2 and

v(f) =¡É0mod4. IfD(f) =8 or 12mod 16, thenv(f) = 0mod4 andv(f) =á0mod8.

By Lemmas 1 and 2, we have

LEMMA 3. (i) Let p ^ 2, e > 2 and m e Z/peZ, m ^ Omodp2. TTien we «ave
#<V(rn)=P3e-V-l)-

(ii) Lei e > 4 and m G Z/2eZ lytfft m = lmod4 or m = 8 or 12mod 16. Then
we have #$2« (m) = 3 • 23e_ x.

Now Proposition 1 follows immediately from Lemma 3.

3. Proof of Theorems 4, 5. First we prove Theorem 5. Let g be a positive

integer and put n = 2g + 1. Let p be a prime divisor of n. Then there exist

infinitely many imaginary quadratic fields K with p \ h¡c by Härtung [8]. Take such

an imaginary quadratic field K and write K = Q(\/—D). Then the hyperelliptic

curve Dy2 = 4x" - 1 has no integral points by Gross-Rohrlich [7, Theorem 5.3].

This completes the proof of Theorem 5.

Now we prove Theorem 4. It suffices to prove the theorem for n = 3,4,5,7, or

11. The proof is divided into three cases.

Case 1. n = 5,7, or 11. There exist infinitely many imaginary quadratic fields

K with n \ hj( by [8]- Take such an imaginary quadratic field K and write

K = Q(\/—D). Then the hyperelliptic curve Dy2 = 4x" - 1 has no rational points

by [7, Theorem 5.2].

Case 2. n = 3. By Theorem 1, there exist infinitely many imaginary quadratic

fields K with An = 2 mod 3 and 3 \ h¡c- Take such an imaginary quadratic field

K and write K = Q(y/-D). Suppose Dy^ — 4X3, - 1 for some rational numbers

xo,yo- Put a = (1 + \/-D)/2. Then we have a + a' = 1 and cxa' = x3,, where a'

is the conjugate of a. Hence the principal ideal (a) is the cube of an ideal in K.

Since 3 -f hx and every unit of K is the cube of a unit, we have a = ß3 for some

ß G K. Hence ß3 + ß'3 = 1. By Fueter [5], this is impossible.

Case 3. n — A. There exist infinitely many prime numbers p with p = 7 mod 8

by Dirichlet's prime number theorem in arithmetic progressions. Take such a prime

number p and put K = Q(v/~p)- Suppose pt/g = 4x$ -1 for some rational numbers

Xo,2/o- Put a = (1 + yf^p)/2. Then we have a + a' = 1 and aa' = Xq. Hence

the principal ideal (a) is the 4th power of an ideal in K. By Gauss' genus theory,

hf( is odd. Since the units are ±1, a = ±ß4 for some ß G K. Hence we have

ß4 _|_ ßt4 _ £!   By Aigner [1] and Nagell [11], this is impossible.
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